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Background

Data Availability Statement: All data on the group
level is available within the paper and supporting
information. On authority of the Data Protection
Officer of the VU University Amsterdam, the medical
data on the level of the individual subject is not made
available: even the anonymized minimum dataset
contains small groups that carry the risk of person
identification and is therefore restricted from sharing
under the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act.
Therefore, the minimum dataset cannot be published
online and also cannot be made available upon
request.

Methods

Axonal injury after traumatic brain injury (TBI) may cause impaired sensory integration. We
aim to determine the effects of childhood TBI on visual integration in relation to general neurocognitive functioning.

We compared children aged 6–13 diagnosed with TBI (n = 103; M = 1.7 years post-injury) to
children with traumatic control (TC) injury (n = 44). Three TBI severity groups were distinguished: mild TBI without risk factors for complicated TBI (mildRF- TBI, n = 22), mild TBI with
1 risk factor (mildRF+ TBI, n = 46) or moderate/severe TBI (n = 35). An experimental paradigm measured speed and accuracy of goal-directed behavior depending on: (1) visual
identification; (2) visual localization; or (3) both, measuring visual integration. Group-differences on reaction time (RT) or accuracy were tracked down to task strategy, visual processing efficiency and extra-decisional processes (e.g. response execution) using diffusion
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model analysis. General neurocognitive functioning was measured by a Wechsler Intelligence Scale short form.

Results
The TBI group had poorer accuracy of visual identification and visual integration than the
TC group (Ps  .03; ds  -0.40). Analyses differentiating TBI severity revealed that visual
identification accuracy was impaired in the moderate/severe TBI group (P = .05, d = -0.50)
and that visual integration accuracy was impaired in the mildRF+ TBI group and moderate/
severe TBI group (Ps < .02, ds  -0.56). Diffusion model analyses tracked impaired visual
integration accuracy down to lower visual integration efficiency in the mildRF+ TBI group and
moderate/severe TBI group (Ps < .001, ds  -0.73). Importantly, intelligence impairments
observed in the TBI group (P = .009, d = -0.48) were statistically explained by visual integration efficiency (P = .002).

Conclusions
Children with mildRF+ TBI or moderate/severe TBI have impaired visual integration efficiency, which may contribute to poorer general neurocognitive functioning.

Introduction
Worldwide, an estimated 54–60 million individuals sustain traumatic brain injury (TBI) each
year [1], being the leading cause of acquired disability among children and adolescents [2].
Impaired white matter integrity is believed to represent a crucial mechanism in the neuropathology of TBI [3]. Axonal injury causes disconnection of neural networks and is thought to
underlie impaired integration of sensory processing after TBI [4]. Visual processing is essential
to general neurocognitive functioning [5] and impaired visual integration after TBI may therefore account for daily life difficulties observed in children with TBI.
Axonal injury in TBI is caused by shearing mechanical forces of rapid acceleration and
deceleration, followed by secondary biochemical mechanisms involving cytotoxic inflammatory cascades and edema that may result in raised intracranial pressure [6]. A meta-analysis of
diffusion tensor imaging studies has shown widespread microstructural white matter abnormalities in children with moderate/severe TBI [7]. Even children with mild TBI have been
identified with microstructural white matter abnormalities in the acute phase, while evidence
from adults additionally indicates that these white matter abnormalities persist into the chronic
phase of recovery [7,8]. These findings indicate that TBI induces white matter damage along
the full span of injury severity, with a persisting detrimental impact on white matter integrity.
White matter facilitates the structural connectivity of the brain, allowing the integration of
processes originating from specialized brain areas [9–11]. The visual cortex is known to have a
high degree of functional specialization [12], thereby crucially relying on visual integration to
construct of a full representation of the environment, which is in turn essential for efficient
interaction with the environment [5]. The detrimental impact of TBI on white matter integrity
-and its associated loss of structural connectivity- is therefore likely to interfere with visual integration. In line with this hypothesis, we showed in a recent meta-analysis of 81 studies that
visuospatial functioning is strongly impacted by TBI, and is considered to be more heavily
affected than verbal functioning [13]. However, most of the tasks measuring visual functioning
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used in the literature do not only require visual integration, but also tap a range of other functions including attention, speed of information processing and visuomotor skills [14,15]. To
the best of our knowledge, no study to date has attempted to isolate the effects of childhood
TBI on visual integration.
We developed the Visual Integration Test to measure the efficiency of goal-directed behavior that is increasingly dependent on visual integration. This computerized test is a sensitive
measure of visual processing of identity and location as well as the integration of these processes, with minimal load on motor function and correcting for the potentially confounding
influence of processing speed over test conditions. The aim of current study is to elucidate the
effects of childhood TBI on visual integration along the full continuum of injury severity. Diffusion model analysis was used to study the contributions of task strategy, efficiency of visual
processing and extra-decisional processes (i.e. encoding and response execution) to task performance. Last, we explored the impact of potential visual integration deficits on general neurocognitive functioning as measured by intelligence. We hypothesize that the effects of TBI on
the structural connectivity of the brain reduce the efficiency of visual integration, having a negative impact on intelligence.

Methods
Participants
Sample. This study compared a TBI group of 103 children to a trauma control (TC) group
of 44 children with traumatic injury not involving the head, to control for pre-injury risk factors of traumatic injury and psychological effects of hospitalization [16]. All children were retrospectively recruited from a consecutive cohort of three university-affiliated level I trauma
centers and three rehabilitation centers in the Netherlands. Inclusion criteria were: (1) age at
testing 6–13 years; (2) proficient in the Dutch language; (3) hospital admission with a clinical
diagnosis of TBI for inclusion in the TBI group; (4) hospital admission for traumatic injuries
below the clavicles for inclusion in the TC group [17], and (5) more than two months postinjury to avoid additional patient burden in the acute phase of recovery. Exclusion criteria
were: (1) previous TBI; (2) visual disorder interfering with neurocognitive testing; (3) current
neurological condition with known effects on neurocognitive functioning, other than TBI; or
(4) clinical diagnosis of dyslexia or dyscalculia, as the task involved in current study required
correct identification of numbers. Of all 375 children admitted between October 2009-October
2013 that were eligible for inclusion (TBI and TC: n = 232 vs. n = 143), 54 were not reached
(n = 39 vs. n = 15) and 137 declined participation (n = 68 vs. n = 69). Main reasons not to participate were: not interested (25% vs. 32%), no time (22% vs. 22%) or too high a burden on
child (8% vs. 16%). Last, 31 children were excluded (TBI: n = 6 not proficient in Dutch, n = 5
age exceeding criterion, n = 1 motor retardation, n = 8 dyslexia, n = 1 premature termination
of participation; TC: n = 3 not proficient in Dutch, n = 1 previous TBI, n = 1 brain tumor, n = 1
mental retardation, n = 3 dyslexia and n = 1 premature termination of participation), while
data of six children was not available due to technical failure (TBI: n = 1, TC: n = 5). The
remaining children with TBI (n = 103) did not differ from their respective recruitment cohort
(n = 232) on age (M [SD] = 8.5 [2.0] and M [SD] = 8.7 [2.1], respectively; P = .39) and gender
(64% and 58% males, respectively, P = .29). Likewise, the remaining children with TC (n = 44)
did also not differ from their respective recruitment cohort (n = 143) in terms of age (M [SD] =
9.2 [2.2] and M [SD] = 9.6 [2.1], respectively; P = .25) or gender (48% and 63%, respectively; P
= .08).
Injury severity. Information on injury severity was extracted from medical files and
included: (1) diagnosed injuries; (2) the lowest score on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) on the
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day of admission; (3) admission duration; (4) the presence of risk factors for complicated mild
TBI according to the European Federation of Neurological Societies guidelines on mild TBI
[18]. These risk factors involved impaired consciousness (GCS = 13–14), focal neurological
deficits, persistent vomiting ( 3 episodes), post-injury epileptic insults, progressive headache
and abnormal CT-scan of the skull or brain [18]. Injury severity was categorized into mild TBI
(GCS = 15–13, loss of consciousness [LOC] duration  30 minutes, post-traumatic amnesia
[PTA] duration  1 hour) without risk factors (mildRF- TBI, n = 22), mild TBI with at least one
risk factor (mildRF+ TBI, n = 46), and moderate/severe TBI (GCS = 12–3, LOC duration > 30
minutes, PTA duration > 1 hour; n = 35) [19].

Measures
Demographics and clinical diagnoses. Data on gender, age, socio-economic status (SES)
and diagnosed psychiatric and learning disorders were collected using a parental questionnaire.
SES was defined as the average level of parental education ranging from 1 (no education) to 8
(postdoctoral education) [20].
Intelligence. Full-scale IQ (FSIQ) was estimated using a short form of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III (including the subtests Vocabulary, Similarities, Block Design
and Picture Arrangement), with a previous study indicating excellent validity (r = .93) and reliability (r = .93) in estimating FSIQ [21].
Visual Integration Test. The Visual Integration Test is a computerized paradigm that was
designed to measure the efficiency of: (1) identification of visual stimuli, (2) localization of
visual stimuli and (3) the integration of these two processes. This test consisted of three conditions: the identification, localization and integration conditions, administered in four sequential blocks (Fig 1). The identification condition (block 1) required visual processing of identity:
the target was digit ‘6’ or ‘9’ presented in the center of the screen and subjects were required to
press the left or right button on a response box, respectively. The localization condition (block
2 and 3) required visual processing of the location of targets that were presented on the left or
right side of the screen. In block 2, the target was ‘6’ and the required response was compatible
with the target location. In block 3, the target was '9' and the required response was incompatible with the target location. The integration condition (block 4) required processing of the
visual identity as well as location of targets presented on the left or right of the screen, measuring visual integration. The targets were either '6' or '9', and they required compatible and
incompatible responses, respectively. In other words, a ‘6’ presented on the right side of the
screen required a right button response, whereas a ‘9’ presented on the right side of the screen
required a left button response, and vice versa. Dependent variables were mean reaction time
(MRT) and accuracy in the three conditions.
Diffusion model. In case effects of TBI were observed on MRT or accuracy, we used the
diffusion model in order to pinpoint deficits underlying impaired performance on visual identification, localization or integration. The diffusion model is an extensively studied model that
allows to distinguish between the effects of boundary separation (i.e. task strategy), drift rate
(i.e. efficiency of visual processing) and non-decision time (i.e. extradecisional processes involving encoding and motor response execution) on task performance [22]. The model has been
successfully applied to a multitude of different paradigms [23], ranging from relatively simple
tasks like lexical decision tasks [24], to more complex switching tasks [25,26]. The diffusion
model states that during a task, noisy information accumulates towards one of two response
choices until a threshold (i.e. boundary) is reached, after which a response is initiated. Information accumulation starts at starting point z and ends when one of the response boundaries is
reached. Boundary separation described the distance between response boundaries, reflecting
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Fig 1. Visual Integration Test procedure. Note. The Visual Integration Test consisted of three conditions: the identification, localization and integration
conditions, administered in four sequential blocks. The identification condition (block 1) required visual processing of identity: the target was digit ‘6’ or ‘9’
presented in the center of the screen and subjects were required to press the left or right button on a response box, respectively. The localization condition
(block 2 and 3) required visual processing of the location of targets that were presented on the left or right side of the screen. In block 2, the target was ‘6’ and
the required response was compatible with the target location. In block 3, the target was '9' and the required response was incompatible with the target
location. The integration condition (block 4) required processing of the visual identity as well as location of targets presented on the left or right of the screen,
measuring visual integration. The targets were either '6' or '9', and they required compatible and incompatible responses, respectively. In other words, a ‘6’
presented on the right side of the screen required a right button response, whereas a ‘9’ presented on the right side of the screen required a left button
response, and vice versa. ISI = inter-stimulus interval.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.g001

the amount of information required to initiate a response. Boundary separation depends on the
ratio between RT and accuracy (i.e. speed-accuracy trade-off), where higher values indicate a
more conservative response strategy (slow but accurate responding) while lower values indicate
a more risky strategy (fast and inaccurate responding). Drift rate describes the speed and
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quality of information accumulation, where higher values indicate more efficient processing
(fast and accurate) and lower values indicate less efficient processing (slow and inaccurate).
Non-decision time refers to processes involved in a task other than the decision process, mainly
involving encoding and motor response execution. Higher values of non-decision time indicate
slower non-decisional processes, while lower values indicate faster non-decisional processes.

Procedure
The families of eligible children were sent an information letter and contacted by telephone
two weeks later. Participating children were administered the Visual Integration Test by
trained examiners in a quiet room while parents filled out the questionnaire in a waiting room.
The Visual Integration Test was administered during approximately 15 minutes in four
sequentially presented blocks: the first block consisted of 30 identification trials, the second
and third block of 30 localization trials each and the third block of 60 integration trials. Visually
presented feedback on performance was provided following each response throughout the test
(Fig 1).

Ethics statement
This study was approved for all participating centers by the VU University Medical Centre
medical ethical committee (NL37226.029.11) and conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki [27]. Parents and participating children aged > 11 years provided written
informed consent for participation.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 22.0. Dependent variables were screened for
outliers (-3.29 > z-score > 3.29) which were rescaled to a value one unit extremer than the
most extreme non-outlier [28]. There were no missing data. To address group comparability,
the TBI group, TBI severity groups and TC group were compared on demographics, injuryrelated variables and the prevalence of clinical diagnoses using ANOVA and chi-square tests,
where appropriate. To assess intelligence after TBI, the TBI and TC group were compared on
FSIQ using ANOVA.
Regarding Visual Integration Test performance, trials with very fast RTs suspected of anticipatory behavior (RT < 250 ms) or very slow RTs suspected of distracted behavior (individual
outliers at z-score > 3.29), were removed for each subject in each condition. Next, MRT and
accuracy were separately analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA with task condition as
within-subject variable (identification, localization and integration condition) and group as
between-subject variable (TBI and TC group). When a significant interaction between group
and task condition was found, the TBI and TC groups were further compared in each task condition separately. When a significant main effect of group was found for a certain task condition, the diffusion model was applied to the RT and accuracy distributions of each participant
in that condition using fast-dm [29]. The resulting measures, involving boundary separation
(i.e. task strategy), drift rate (i.e. visual processing efficiency) and non-decision time (i.e. extradecisional processes involving encoding and motor response execution) were compared
between groups using ANOVA to track down the observed effects of TBI on RT and/or accuracy. In diffusion modeling, starting point z was fixed to the center between the two response
boundaries, assuming no bias towards one of two responses as the side of the correct or incorrect responses was randomly assigned [26]. The variability parameters were fixed to zero to
prevent overfitting [30], while model fit was assessed using the P-value of the KolmogorovSmirnov test [29].
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If a main effect of group on any dependent variable was obtained, this variable was subjected
to: (1) a Pearson correlation analysis with time since injury in the TBI group to explore recovery effects; and (2) follow-up analyses differentiating for TBI severity using a linear polynomial
contrast (TC, mildRF- TBI, mildRF+ TBI and moderate/severe TBI) and least square difference
(LSD) post hoc tests. Last, the role of potential deficits in visual identification, visual localization and visual integration for general neurocognitive functioning after pediatric TBI was
investigated using bootstrapping mediation models [31]. Visual Integration Test variables for
which group differences were observed, were inserted as mediators of the relation between
group membership (TBI-TC group) and FSIQ. As FSIQ is adjusted for age, we also ageadjusted Visual Integration Test variables using linear regression. Analyses were two-tailed, α
was set at .05 and effect sizes were expressed as Cohen’s d.

Results
Patient Characteristics
Patient characteristics regarding demographics, injury severity and clinical diagnoses, and relevant group comparisons are provided in Table 1. Comparisons between the TBI group
(n = 103) and TC group (n = 44) on demographic variables revealed no differences, except for
lower SES in the TBI group. As expected on basis of the inclusion criteria, the TBI group had
longer hospitalization duration, higher prevalence of CT-scanning and lower prevalence of
extracranial fractures and orthopedic surgery than the TC group. The TBI group and TC group
did not differ on the prevalence of psychiatric or learning disorders.
Group comparisons differentiating TBI severity also revealed no differences on demographic variables, except for lower SES in all TBI groups as compared to the TC group (Ps 
.03). The moderate/severe TBI group had longer hospital admission, lower GCS scores and
more neurosurgery as compared to all other groups (Ps  .04). CT-scans were more prevalent
in the moderate/severe TBI group and mildRF+ TBI group than in the mildRF- TBI group, and
in turn more prevalent in the mildRF- TBI group as compared to the TC group (Ps < .001). The
available CT-scans revealed progressively more cranial fractures and intracranial pathology in
the mildRF-, mildRF+ and moderate/severe TBI groups (Ps  .01). Differences in the prevalence
of clinical diagnoses only reached significance for the higher prevalence of psychiatric conditions in the mildRF+ TBI group as compared to the TC group (P = .02).

Intelligence
FSIQ was lower in the TBI group than the TC group. Follow-up analysis revealed a linear effect
of TBI severity on FSIQ (P = .008), reflecting that increasing TBI severity was related to poorer
intelligence. More specifically, FSIQ was significantly lower in the mildRF+ TBI group (P = .02,
d = -0.54) and moderate/severe TBI group (P = .02, d = -0.58) as compared to the TC group.
Time since injury was not related to FSIQ in the TBI group (r = -.03, P = .78).

Visual Integration Test Performance
MRT and accuracy. VIT performance in the TBI and TC groups is displayed in Table 2.
We found a main effect of task condition on MRT, indicating progressively slower performance in the localization, identification and integration conditions, respectively. No interaction between group and task condition was found on MRT, indicating that TBI did not
differentially affect processing speed across task conditions. A main effect of group was found,
reflecting overall slower performance in the TBI group as compared to the TC group. Followup analysis revealed a linear effect of TBI severity on overall MRT (P = .02), indicating that
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Table 1. Demographics, injury-related variables, clinical diagnoses and intelligence in the TBI, TC and TBI severity groups.
Group

Contrast
MildRF- TBI

MildRF+ TBI

Moderate/Severe TBI

22

46

35

11 (50)

18 (61)

15 (57)

8.5 (2.0)

8.8 (2.0)

8.8 (2.0)

NS

-0.54

5.2 (1.3)

5.3 (1.2)

5.2 (1.3)

TC > 1,2,3

-0.33

6.8 (2.3)

7.1 (2.3)

6.8 (2.5)

NS

15.0 (0.0)

14.6 (0.7)

8.2 (2.8)

3 < 1,2

TBI

TC

103

44

Males, n (%)

59 (57)

21 (48)

.29

Age at testing in y, M (SD)

8.7 (2.0)

9.3 (2.2)

.12

-0.29

SES, M (SD)

5.3 (1.3)

5.9 (1.1)

.003

n

P

Contrastsa

TBI Severity

Cohen’s d

Demographics
-

NS

Injury-related information
Age at injury in y, M (SD)

6.9 (2.3)

7.7 (2.3)

Lowest GCS, M (SD)

12.5 (3.5)

-

Hospital admission in d

8.3 (19.0)

2.5 (1.9)

.04

0.37

1.9 (0.3)

3.4 (2.9)

18.8 (30.1)

3 > TC,1,2

.34

-0.17

1.7 (1.0)

1.7 (1.0)

1.9 (1.3)

NS

0.5–3.8

0.3–4.4

0.4–5.4

Time since injury in y, M (SD)

1.8 (1.1)

1.6 (0.8)

Range

0.3–5.4

0.4–3.5

.07
-

-

Extracranial fracture, n (%)

17 (17)

32 (73)

< .001

1 (5)

8 (17)

8 (23)

TC > 1,2,3

>1 Extracranial fractures, n (%)

7 (7)

4 (9)

.63

0 (0)

3 (7)

4 (11)

NS

< .001

CT-scan

83 (81)

1 (2)

9 (41)

41 (89)

34 (97)

2,3 > 1 > TC

Cranial fracture, n (%)

36 (35)

-

0 (0)

15 (33)

21 (60)

3>2>1

Intracranial pathology, n (%)

39 (38)

-

0 (0)

15 (33)

24 (69)

3>2>1

Orthopedic surgery, n (%)

9 (9)

35 (80)

1 (5)

7 (15)

1 (3)

TC > 1,2,3

Neurosurgery, n (%)

12 (12)

-

0 (0)

0 (0)

12 (34)

3 > 2,1
2 > TC

< .001

Diagnosed conditions
Psychiatric disorder, n (%)

8 (8)

0 (0)

.06

1 (5)

5 (11)

2 (6)

Premorbid ADHD, n (%)

4 (4)

0 (0)

.19

0 (0)

3 (7)

1 (3)

NS

Learning disorder, n (%)

1 (1)

0 (0)

.51

0 (0)

0 (0)

1 (3)

NS

98.4 (15.9)

105.8 (14.5)

.009

101.7 (16.9)

97.8 (15.8)

97.3 (15.7)

TC > 2,3

Intelligence
FSIQ, M(SD)

-0.48

Note. TBI = traumatic brain injury; TC = traumatic control; M = mean; SD = standard deviation; SES = socio-economic status, GCS = Glasgow Coma
Scale, CT = computerized tomography, FSIQ = full-scale IQ; NS = not signiﬁcant
a

TC = traumatic control; 1 = mildRF- TBI; 2 = mildRF+ TBI; 3 = moderate/severe TBI.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.t001
Table 2. MRT and accuracy of Visual Integration Test performance in the TBI and TC groups.
Group

n

TBI

TC

103

44

706 (188)

650 (167)

MRT
Identiﬁcation, M (SD)
Localization, M (SD)

604 (177)

532 (150)

Integration, M (SD)

982 (206)

901 (254)

Accuracy

Condition

Condition x
Group

Group

Contrasts

F

P

F

P

F

P

660.4

< .001

0.4

.64

4.7

.03

66.6

< .001

4.2

.02

7.8

.006

P

Cohen’s d

Identiﬁcation, M (SD)

0.92 (0.07)

0.95 (0.05)

.03

-0.40

Localization, M (SD)

0.97 (0.04)

0.98 (0.02)

.21

-0.22

Integration, M (SD)

0.86 (0.12)

0.91 (0.09)

.006

-0.50

Note. TBI = traumatic brain injury; TC = trauma control; MRT = mean reaction time; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.t002
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more severe TBI was associated with increasingly slower task performance. Post-hoc group
comparisons only revealed significantly slower task performance in the moderate/severe TBI
group than in the TC group (P = .01, d = 0.57).
The main effect of task condition on accuracy reflected progressively poorer performance in
the visual localization, identification and integration conditions, respectively. Group interacted
with task condition on accuracy, suggesting differential effects of TBI on visual identification,
localization and integration. Subsequent analyses on separate conditions revealed lower accuracy in the TBI group as compared to the TC group in the identification condition and the integration condition. In the TBI group, time since injury was not related to the accuracy of visual
identification or visual integration (rs < .07, Ps > 49).
Follow-up analyses differentiating TBI severity (displayed in Fig 2) revealed linear effects of
TBI severity on accuracy in both the identification condition (P = .04) and the integration condition (P = .01). These findings indicate that more severe TBI was associated with increasingly
poorer identification accuracy and integration accuracy. Post-hoc analyses in the identification
condition only revealed lower accuracy in the moderate/severe TBI group (P = .05, d = -0.50)
as compared to the TC group. Post-hoc analyses in the integration condition revealed lower
accuracy in the mildRF+ TBI group (P = .006, d = -0.60) and moderate/severe TBI group (P =
.02, d = -0.56) than in the TC group.
Diffusion model analysis. Diffusion model analysis (Table 3) was used to track down the
observed effects of TBI on visual identification accuracy and visual integration accuracy to the
following aspects of task performance: boundary separation (i.e. task strategy), drift rate (i.e.
visual processing efficiency) and/or non-decision time (i.e. extra-decisional processes involving
encoding and motor response execution). With regard to visual identification, the TBI and TC

Fig 2. Analyses differentiating TBI severity on visual identification accuracy, visual integration accuracy and visual integration drift rate. Note. *P
< .05 **P < .01 ***P < .001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.g002
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Table 3. Diffusion model analysis of visual identification and visual integration in the TBI and TC groups.
Groups

Contrasts

TBI

TC

103

44

Boundary separation, M (SD)

1.47 (0.42)

1.39 (0.37)

.26

0.20

Drift rate, M (SD)

2.06 (0.97)

2.32 (0.87)

.13

-0.28

Non-decision time, M (SD)

0.39 (0.12)

0.38 (0.12)

.76

0.06

Boundary separation, M (SD)

1.66 (0.30)

1.68 (0.42)

.68

-0.08

Drift rate, M (SD)

1.27 (0.56)

1.80 (0.96)

< .001

-0.76

Non-decision time, M (SD)

0.52 (0.14)

0.50 (0.17)

.43

0.14

n

P

Cohen’s d

Identiﬁcation

Integration

Note. TBI = traumatic brain injury; TC = trauma control; MRT = mean reaction time; d = Cohen’s d.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.t003

groups did not differ on any of the diffusion model parameters. In contrast, comparisons of diffusion model parameters for visual integration revealed lower visual integration drift rate in
the TBI group than in the TC group. Time since injury was not related to visual integration
drift rate in the TBI group (r = .04, P = .70).
Follow-up analysis on visual integration drift rate (Fig 2) revealed a linear effect of TBI
severity, indicating that more severe TBI was related to increasingly lower integration drift
rate. Group differences on visual integration drift rate assessed by post-hoc analysis reached
significance between the TC group and the mildRF+ TBI group (P < .001, d = -0.73) and
between the TC group and moderate/severe TBI group (P < .001, d = -0.81), indicating that
mildRF+ TBI and moderate/severe TBI have a negative impact on the efficiency of visual integration processing.

Mediating role of VIT performance
We included variables for which effects of TBI were observed (identification accuracy, integration accuracy and integration drift rate) in a mediation analysis to investigate the role of visual
processing in the relation between TBI and general neurocognitive functioning, as measured
by intelligence (FSIQ, Fig 3). As expected, membership of the TBI group (relative to membership of the TC group) was related to lower FSIQ (Path C). Likewise, membership of the TBI
group was related to lower integration accuracy as well as lower integration drift rate (Path A).
Lower integration accuracy and lower integration drift rate were in turn related to lower FSIQ
(Path B). Importantly, lower integration accuracy partially accounted for the relation between
TBI and FSIQ (Path C’; z = -2.5, P = .01), while integration drift rate fully explained this relationship (z = -3.1, P = .002). Together these findings suggest that impaired visual integration
may contribute to intelligence impairments following TBI. Interestingly, identification accuracy was not related to FSIQ (P = .38), emphasizing the specific role of impaired visual integration in the relationship between TBI and intelligence.

Confounding analysis
Lower SES was observed in all TBI groups relative to the TC group. Visual Integration Test variables with obtained group differences were not related to SES (Ps  .62), in contrast to FSIQ
which showed a strong relationship with SES (r = .53, P < .001). To explore the role of SES in
the reported effects of mildRF+ TBI and moderate/severe TBI on FSIQ, the mildRF+ TBI and
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Fig 3. Mediation analysis investigating the roles of visual identification and visual integration in the relation between intelligence impairments and
TBI. Note. The mediation analysis describes the relations between: (1) group membership and full-scale IQ (FSIQ, Path C); (2) group membership and Visual
Integration Test performance (identification accuracy, integration accuracy and integration drift rate, Path A); (3) Visual Integration Test performance and
FSIQ (Path B); and (4) group membership and FSIQ, corrected for Visual Integration Test performance (Path C’).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0144395.g003

moderate/severe TBI groups were combined and matched on SES to the TC group (1:1, ±1).
The reported difference on FSIQ was replicated using the matched groups (S1 Table), indicating that SES did not confound the reported results. Additionally, we excluded children with
intracranial pathology or a psychiatric diagnosis from the mildRF+ TBI group and replicated all
reported group differences with the remaining group (S2 Table), with the single exception of
the reported difference in visual identification accuracy. This finding indicates that intracranial
pathology or psychiatric diagnoses did not account for the reported effects of mildRF+ TBI on
FSIQ and the accuracy and drift rate of visual integration.

Discussion
This study investigated visual integration efficiency in a large sample of children with mild to
severe TBI relative to children with trauma control injury. The results indicate that children
with mildRF+ TBI or moderate/severe TBI have impaired efficiency of visual integration, which
was furthermore found to statistically explain intelligence impairments as observed in children
with TBI. The findings from this study suggest that visual integration impairments may contribute to the detrimental effects of childhood TBI on general neurocognitive functioning, as
measured by intelligence.
We hypothesized that impact of TBI on white matter integrity as described in the literature
[7,8] would affect visual integration in children with TBI. To test visual integration in children
with TBI, we developed the Visual Integration Test to measure the efficiency of visual identification, visual localization and the integration of these processes during goal-directed behavior.
The results show that more severe TBI is related to increasingly lower accuracy of visual identification and visual integration. More specifically, children with moderate/severe TBI have
decreased accuracy of visual identification, while the accuracy of visual integration is decreased
in children with mildRF+ TBI and children with moderate/severe TBI. Application of the diffusion model allowed us to determine the contributions of task strategy (i.e. boundary separation), efficiency of information processing (i.e. drift rate) and extra-decisional processes (i.e.
non-decision time, involving encoding and motor response execution) to task performance.
Diffusion model analysis tracked down the impact of TBI severity on visual integration
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accuracy to impaired visual integration drift rate. More specifically, children with mildRF+ TBI
and children with moderate/severe TBI have impaired visual integration drift rate, reflecting
decreased efficiency of information processing during visual integration. Some children in the
mildRF+ TBI group had intracranial pathology, which potentially could have accounted for the
observed effects of mildRF+ TBI. However, the reported results were replicated after exclusion
of children with intracranial pathology, indicating that children with mild TBI and risk factors
for complicated TBI are at risk of persisting visual integration deficits—even when evidence for
intracranial pathology is absent.
Based on the premise that effective interaction with the environment relies on visual integration to construct a full visual representation of our surroundings, we also hypothesized that
impaired visual integration deficits would in turn affect general neurocognitive functioning.
We found support for this hypothesis in mediation analyses showing that impaired visual integration accuracy and visual integration drift rate were related to intelligence in children with
TBI. In fact, visual integration drift rate fully explained the observed intelligence impairments
in children with TBI in statistical terms, while visual integration accuracy partly explained
intelligence impairments. Importantly, visual identification accuracy was not related to intelligence, further emphasizing that specifically impaired visual integration (and not impaired
identification) was related to intelligence after TBI. Although the results from the mediation
model do not necessarily imply causal relationships, these findings suggest that impaired visual
integration may importantly contribute to intelligence impairment after childhood TBI.
The results from this study indicating that children with TBI have visual integration deficits
are in line with the scarcely available literature. One study showed that a small sample of adult
patients with acquired brain injury (n = 13) had impaired spatial grouping of visual stimuli,
thought to be caused by reduced integration of information in the visual cortex after axonal
disruption [32]. A functional magnetic resonance imaging study further showed that an
increased load on the integration of visual features in an attention task was associated with
impaired task performance in a small sample of patients with diffuse axonal injury after TBI
(n = 7) [33]. This impaired performance coincided with widespread increases in neural activation, possibly reflecting recruitment of additional brain areas to compensate the detrimental
effects of diffuse axonal injury on visual integration capacity. The results of current study further extend these findings by providing evidence supporting that visual integration impairments may contribute to intelligence impairments in children with TBI. This finding is in line
with the earlier reported vulnerability of visuospatial aspects of intelligence to the impact of
TBI [13]. However, given the diffuse impact of TBI on white matter integrity, [3] we speculate
that integration deficits may not be limited to the visual domain but may also apply to the integration of sensory processes across modalities.
This study has some weaknesses. The sample size of the mildRF- TBI group was somewhat
limited, in turn reducing statistical power in analyses comparing TBI severity groups. Furthermore, the TBI group had lower SES (as measured by parental education) than the TC
group. Although this pre-injury group difference has the potential to confound group comparisons, we showed that SES did not account for the reported results by: (1) revealing that
SES was not related to Visual Integration Test variables; and (2) replicating the reported
group differences on FSIQ in SES-matched groups. In addition, pre-injury impairments in
visual integration and/or intelligence may increase the risk of sustaining traumatic injury
(e.g. through increased risk of falling or risky behavior), meaning that children with TBI may
be more likely to have pre-injury impairments in visual integration and/or intelligence as
compared to typically developing children. We argue that our results are robust to this influence, since it is unlikely that the described pre-injury impairments selectively increase the
risk of TBI as compared to the traumatic injuries sustained by children in the trauma control
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group. Last, the paradigm used had two potentially confounding factors: the visual integration condition differed from the identification and localization conditions in that (1) visual
integration required to comply with two rules instead of one; and (2) visual integration
involved shifting between compatible and incompatible responses. Consequently, potential
TBI-induced deficits in working memory or set-shifting may have confounded the observed
visual integration impairment. However, the TBI group and TC group showed no difference
in working memory performance (S3 Table). Moreover, Schmitz & Voss [25] showed that
the diffusion model captures set-shifting costs in the non-decision time parameter, rather
than in the drift rate parameter. In line with this finding, exploratory analyses revealed that
non-decision time was larger in the integration condition than in the identification or localization conditions (S4 Table; Ps < .001). Together with the described absence of an effect of
TBI on non-decision time in the integration condition, these findings indicate that the
observed effects of TBI on visual integration were not confounded by deficits in working
memory or set-shifting.
In conclusion, the current study indicates that children with mildRF+ TBI (even in the
absence of intracranial pathology) and children with moderate/severe TBI have impaired efficiency of visual integration. These visual integration impairments were found to statistically
explain the relation between TBI and impairments in general neurocognitive functioning, as
measured by intelligence. We speculate that reduced white matter integrity may underlie the
observed visual integration deficits in children with TBI [3] while impaired visual integration
may in turn importantly contribute to intelligence impairments [5]. To our best knowledge,
this is the first study attempting to isolate the effects of childhood TBI on visual integration in
behavior and to explore the role of impaired visual integration in general neurocognitive functioning. The results of this study support the clinical importance of visual integration impairments after TBI in childhood.
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